RF Consultant and Senior RF Consultant
Communications & Wireless
(2016-1191)
TTP’s Communications & Wireless Group is seeking outstanding and ambitious RF engineers.
Working with experienced colleagues, the successful candidates will take the lead in specifying,
designing and delivering complex wireless devices and RF subsystems.
The Role:
As part of the team, you will have the opportunity to develop leading edge communications
technologies and devices and apply your knowledge to help open new business opportunities, in
a wide range of markets such as satellite communications or connecting the latest medical
devices to the Internet of Things. You will have the opportunity to be directly involved with
customers ranging from global blue chips to regulators such as Ofcom and ambitious start-ups.
You will be aware that developing a new class of wireless device requires deep insight, creativity
and engineering excellence as well as a strong appreciation for commercial factors such as cost.
At TTP, you will often work at the edge of what is technically achievable and apply your
knowledge in unusual and creative ways.
TTP values ambition, leadership, technical excellence and great communication and provides a
fantastic environment for you to be in control of your career. You will have the opportunity to be
involved in an exciting range of projects and client engagements which will also help expand your
skills and interests in areas such as business development, project leadership, emerging RF
technologies, and involvement in the many markets in which we and our customers operate.
Qualifications:


A 1st or Upper 2nd first degree or higher from a leading university in electrical/electronic
or RF engineering, or in physics with a strong applied element.

Must-have skills and experience:


Strong understanding of the fundamentals of microwave and RF engineering and digital
communications



Hands-on experience with RF circuits and test equipment



Ability to communicate technical concepts and the value of your work clearly and
confidently



A desire to improve the quality of your work, to develop new skills and to take increasing
responsibilities.

For a senior role, candidates should have:


Track record of designing RF systems or circuits



Professional experience that demonstrates an ability to lead and a drive to succeed.

Successful candidates are also likely to have experience in several of the following areas:


Antenna design and engineering



Design and simulation tools such as ADS, Altium, ANSYS, COMSOL, CST Studio,
Labview, MATLAB, Microwave Office or Simulink



Developing your own models, software tools or tests



ASIC, MMIC or RFIC specification and design, or appreciation of current practice



Common communications standards and systems, such as cellular, W-Fi, Bluetooth, or
satellite, or emerging systems like IoT and 5G



Advanced techniques such as Doherty, envelope tracking, digital pre-distortion and
software defined radio



Knowledge of radio regulatory requirements



Product development for volume manufacture



Novel or unusual wireless technologies or applications



Project management and team leadership



Building, making or designing things in your spare time.

To apply for this vacancy please submit your CV – which should give examples from your
experience showing that you have the required skills – stating the reference number above.
About TTP:
TTP’s reputation for excellence in technology and product development means we are routinely
invited to realise our clients’ most ambitious visions. Our ideas, concepts and technologies have
consequence far beyond what might otherwise be expected of an organisation of our size.
We expect all our consultants to be talented, especially from a technical perspective. New
joiners can expect huge day-to-day variety in their work, and are usually involved in multiple
projects from different industry sectors. Early career development is towards an individual who is
technically fluent, has excellent programme and client management skills, and who has good
business and commercial awareness. Development is accelerated through a process tailored to
the individual, but which typically includes a blend of on-the-job mentoring, bespoke internal
courses, and externally provided courses.
TTP has an emphasis on personal responsibility, and on flexibility and freedom. As careers
develop, consultants have the opportunity to take on a broad range of internal and external
responsibilities, with increasing dynamic range. The flexibility and freedom especially benefits
consultants who are self starting, and enables the business to take advantage of opportunities for
enterprise. This overall environment provides new challenges and opportunities to suit the longterm career ambitions of even the most ambitious and driven individuals.
TTP has a leading position as an innovator in wireless systems. We are at the forefront of the
development of the Internet of Things and disruptive change in the communications market. This
is your opportunity to help shape industries and create products that influence our future.

